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DISCUSSION AND DETAILED POLICY DEVELOPMENT
The aspiration within this management area is to continue to manage the majority of the
frontage as a naturally evolving coastline, which will satisfy high level PDZ objectives
relating to the SSSIs, AONB and Heritage Coast designations which are present. The
levels of cliff recession are predicted
to be less than 5m over the next 100
years, placing very little pressure on
either the historic or natural
environments, with low-level natural
weathering and erosion of the cliff
faces predicted to continue. Policy
Unit 1.1 abuts with Policy Unit 18.5
(Cawsand to Rame Head) of the
adjacent Durlston Head to Rame
Head SMP2. The proposed policy for
Cawsand to Rame Head is no active
intervention through all three epochs.
Given the no active intervention
approach proposed from Rame Head
to Portwrinkle for this SMP, this
should allow a smooth transition of
policy between the two SMPs.
Currently the defences and harbour at
Portwrinkle locally hold the shoreline
forward of where it naturally would lie.
With increasing sea levels, pressure
on these defences will increase. The
undefended sections immediately
adjacent to the east (Finnygook
Beach) and west (Hoodney Cove) will
continue to retreat to either side of the
defended length, slowly outflanking the defences and the Harbour. The lower elevations
in the rocky shore platform which coincide with the two coves allow greater wave energy
on to the shoreline at those locations and the more elevated shore platform which fronts
the main Portwrinkle community will continue to provide some attenuation of wave
energy along that length.
Portwrinkle is shown to be at significant risk from erosion by 2105 under a no active
intervention scenario (see inset figure above). A number of properties, Portwrinkle
Harbour and the village’s through-roads (Finnygook Lane/Donkey Lane) and the beach
car parks (see inset photo below) are all at risk. Due to the elevated nature of the
settlement, there is no significant flood risk from tides or waves. Portwrinkle Harbour is a
Grade II listed structure and the south-western part of the village and the Harbour form a
Conservation Area (The Eglarooze Cliff SSSI to the west abuts with the Conservation
Area). An appropriate management approach should mitigate these risks in the short to
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medium term, but it is unsustainable to defend the current shoreline position indefinitely
and unlikely that funding mechanisms would continue to support such a policy.
By 2105, therefore, it is envisaged that some realignment of the shoreline position at
Portwrinkle may need to be achieved due to the increasing un-sustainability of its
current position. The historic interests dictate that the future shoreline position should
be such that loss of the conservation area and its listed buildings is minimised. Some
loss of road and car parking is likely under a managed realignment in epoch 3. The
Harbour will come under greatly increased pressure during epoch 3 and holding it in
place in the long term is likely to be technically difficult and economically unsustainable
in the long term.
It is therefore proposed that a hold the line policy should be retained during epoch1,
allowing Cornwall Council to continue with its 10-yearly maintenance programme to the
rock revetment and other defences. With maintenance carried out until 2025, the
residual life of the defences should then provide some 15-20 extra years of defence (to
around 2040) allowing time for adaptation of the community to some eventual retreat of
the cliff line and possible loss of the Harbour. This initial hold the line approach is
supported at a high level by the economic assessment for Management Area 1, which
calculated a general B/C ratio of 2.1 (as presented in the Economics Summary Table
below and in Appendix H).
Monitoring of actual cliff rate recession should be ongoing and the establishment of a
strategy plan for the community to adapt to the receding shoreline via a managed
realignment policy should be undertaken. A managed realignment approach introduced
during epoch 2 would allow for management of the active erosion; this could be
continued through epoch 3, continuing to actively manage the risk but ultimately looking
to deliver a naturally functioning coastline which could effectively be managed under a
no active intervention approach beyond 2105. This gives time for Transport Planners to
consider alternative access arrangements. The approach may also require Land Use
Planning policies to facilitate any necessary roll back of property from out of the risk
zone. Whilst the number of properties at risk is not great, the impact on the historic
harbour, conservation area and road access through the village constitutes a significant
coastal change to this community and consideration should be given to classifying this
as a Coastal Change Management Area in the Local Development Framework.
Technically, there is not seen to be any detriment to the adjacent sections of coast
under a policy of holding the line, due to
the very insignificant alongshore process
links. There would be a local benefit to
the beaches directly fronting Portwrinkle
under any policy which allowed the
introduction of eroded cliff material to the
intertidal zone.
It is envisaged that this approach would in
the long term allow a more natural
alignment to evolve at Portwrinkle and
importantly to encourage the retention of

Finnygook Lane and beach car
parks - Portwrinkle
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more beach sediments and an increase in the intertidal width, improving the natural
defence provided to the village. It is also seen as satisfying the high level SMP
objectives to manage the risks to the community whilst reducing the reliance on
defences in the longer term and promoting a return to a more naturally functioning
coastline.
The remainder of the MA01 frontage to the east and west of Portwrinkle should be
managed under a no active intervention policy through all three epochs; this would
satisfy the objectives relating to the SSSI areas, AONB and Heritage coast. It is
envisaged that the non-interventional policy approach continues to include the funding of
a strategic coastal monitoring programme, in order to inform future SMP reviews and
local strategies and studies.
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SUMMARY OF PREFERRED PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION
PLAN:

Location reference:
Management Area reference:
Policy Development Zone:

Rame Head to Downderry
MA01
PDZ1

Belle View
defence

PREFERRED POLICY TO IMPLEMENT PLAN:

From present day
(0-20 years)
Medium term
(20-50 years)
Long term
(50 -100 years)

NAI for natural hard cliff coastline and beaches, HTL at Portwrinkle
NAI for natural hard cliff coastline and beaches, MR at Portwrinkle
NAI for hard cliff coastline, NAI at Portwrinkle

SUMMARY OF SPECIFIC POLICIES

Policy Unit

Policy Plan
2025
2055

Comment
Meets objectives for SSSIs, AONB and
1.1
NAI
NAI
NAI
Heritage Coast
Initially maintain hold the line approach to
protect heritage interests and community.
Manage the longer term risks, reduce
1.2
Portwrinkle
HTL
MR
MR
reliance on defences and return to a more
naturally functioning coastline through
introduction of managed realignment
during epochs 2 & 3.
Key: HTL - Hold the Line, A - Advance the Line, NAI – No Active Intervention
MR – Managed Realignment
Undefended cliffs
and beach

2105

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA):
Overall, the long-term policy plan of NAI between Rame Head and Downderry will ensure biodiversity
and geological interests are maintained through promoting natural processes essential for maintaining
favourable condition associated with such designated sites as Rame Head and Whitsand Bay SSSI
and prevent deterioration of the Cornwall AONB (Rame Head). The policy will also allow for the
adaptive response of habitats to sea level rise and erosion.
The policy plan will however potentially reduce the footprint extents of cultural heritage assets through
cliff erosion / retreat including Promontory Fort & St Michael'
s Chapel and thus the potential
deterioration of these features. Potential disturbance or deterioration to the structure and setting of
Listed Buildings may also occur under MR including Smugglers Cottage (Grade II LB).
Infrastructure and development will also be impacted upon by a policy of no active intervention; this will
be predominantly associated with residential and business properties of Whitsand Bay, Tregonhawke
and Freathy including Millbrook Holiday Park Caravan Park. For the residential and business
properties of Portwrinkle the policy for the frontages during for HTL and MR will ensure continued
protection to residential properties, access roads, harbour. This approach will allow for a more natural
alignment and defence system, however this should also include monitoring as there is potential for
impacts upon historic sites, conservation areas and Eglarooze Cliff SSSI.
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Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA):
HTL policies are proposed at Portwrinkle. These policy locations are an extensive distance (at least
6km) from all Sites.

IMPLICATION WITH RESPECT TO BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Economics Summary
Property

Potential NAI
Damages (£k
PV)
Preferred
Plan
Damages (£k
PV)
Benefits
of
preferred
plan (£k PV)
Costs
of
Implementing
plan £k PV

by 2025

by 2055

by 2105

Total £k PV

133.3

245.6

0.0

378.9

0.0

50.0

41.5

91.5

133.3

195.6

-41.5

287.4

94

43

0

137

Benefit/Cost ratio of
preferred plan

2.10

Notes
Negative benefits in Epoch 3 are a function of delayed erosion risks.

Works relate to six defence types at Portwrinkle, moving from HTL to MR,
minimal costs assumed in moving to MR
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